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Recent Results from the DIII–D Tokamak*

P.I. Petersen for the DIII–D Teama

General Atomics
P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-9784

Abstract — The DIII–D national fusion research program
focuses on establishing the scientific basis for optimization of the
tokamak approach to fusion energy production. The symbiotic
development of research, theory, and hardware continues to fuel
the success of the DIII–D program. During the last year, a
radiative divertor and a second cryopump were installed in the
DIII–D vacuum vessel, an array of central and boundary
diagnostics were added, and more sophisticated computer
models were developed. These new tools have led to substantial
progress in the understanding of the plasma. We now have a
better understanding of the divertor as a means to manage the
heat, particle, and impurity transport. Pumping of the plasma
edge using the in situ divertor cryopumps effectively controls
the plasma density. The evolution of diagnostics that probe the
interior of the plasma, particularly the motional Stark effect
diagnostic, has led to a better understanding of the core of the
plasma. This understanding, together with tools to control the
profiles, including electron cyclotron waves, pellet injection, and
neutral beam injection, has allowed us to progress in making
plasma configurations that give rise to both low energy
transport and improved stability. Most significant here is the
use of transport barriers to improve ion confinement to
neoclassical values. Commissioning of the first high power
(890 kW) 110 GHz gyrotron validates an important tool for
managing the plasma current profile, key to maintaining the
transport barriers. An upgraded plasma control system,
“isoflux control,” which exploits real time MHD equilibrium
calculations to determine magnetic flux at specified locations
within the tokamak vessel and provides the means for precisely
controlling the plasma shape and, in conjuction with other
heating and fueling systems, internal profiles. Disruptions are a
design issue for ITER or any other future large tokamak. New
disruption diagnostics and computer models have led to better
understanding of disruptions, and tools such as impurity pellet
injection have effectively reduced disruptive electro-magnetic
forces and heat loads. Erosion from disruptions is found to
contribute significantly to the erosion of tiles in the divertor
region. The remote operation of DIII–D from other sites via the
ESNET is providing better access for collaborators and helping
develop such capability for ITER. Remote manipulation
techniques have been used to repair the currently unused
portion of the ohmic heating coil solenoid. This repair will
increase the available ohmic heating flux swing by 2.5 Vs.
Vanadium is being developed as a low activation material that
can be used for the structure of future fusion devices. The
DIII–D program plans to continue to develop theexperimental
understanding and hardware systems to optimize the tokamak

configuration both by improving the core performance and by
developing the divertor configuration to manage the plasma
edge.

I.  INTRODUCTION

The mission of the DIII–D national program is to establish
the scientific basis for the optimization of the tokamak
approach to fusion energy production. The research, is
carried out in four areas: transport, stability, boundary, and
current drive and heating, is carried out in collaboration with
a large number of national and international collaborators.
The main goal of the research is to optimize the performance
of the tokamak through active control of the plasma shape
and the plasma profiles. In the transport area, the emphasis
during the last year has been the study of the role of internal
transport barriers in dramatically improving confinement. In
the stability area, the emphasis has been on the study of
neoclassical MHD, resistive wall stabilization, density limits,
and disruption characterization and mitigation. In the
boundary area the emphasis has been on developing
understanding of radiative divertor physics and the initiation
of the new radiative divertor, and in the current drive and
heating area on the preparation of two 110 GHz gyrotrons.
These areas will be discussed in more details in the following
sections.

The research program focuses on the DIII–D tokamak, which
is a mid-sized device operating at near reactor level plasma
parameters. It has a D-shaped cross-section with an aspect
ratio of 2.5:1 and a major radius of 1.6 m, and is capable of
producing a large variety of plasma shapes, including elonga-
tion up to 2.6 and triangularity to 1.0. The maximum toroidal
field on axis is 2.1 T, and the maximum plasma current is
3 MA. The shaping flexibility is due to the 18 fielding shap-
ing coils that are located close to the plasma and individually
controlled. A divertor baffle and a cryo pump are install
above the floor and at the ceiling of the DIII–D vessel to
allow study of divertor physics and control the plasma
density. The auxiliary heating of the plasma is provided by
eight neutral beams producing 20 MW at 80 kV in deuterium,
1.5 MW (source) of 110 GHz electron cyclotron heating, and
6 MW (source) of fast wave current drive.

More than 50 different diagnostics are used to probe the
DIII–D plasma. The Thomson scattering system measures the
electron temperature and density every 2 ms at 40 different
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locations including the divertor region. The motional Stark
effect diagnostic measures the local pitch angle of the
magnetic field, and thereby of the plasma current density, and
the radial electrical field. The charge exchange
recombination diagnostic measures ion temperature, poloidal
and toroidal rotation, impurity density, and radial electrical
field. There are several diagnostics that measure fluctuations
(beam emission spectroscopy, far infrared scattering, etc.). A
digital control system, which control the plasma shape,
current, and density and the injection of auxiliary heating
power.

II.  SYSTEM UPGRADES

To keep a research facility operating efficiently, it is nec-
essary to continuously upgrade it as the understanding of the
research topics is increased and new questions arise. The
DIII–D vacuum vessel is normally opened once a year to
make upgrades inside the vessel, and to clean, refurbish and
calibrate existing components. Upgrades outside the vessel
can be done during the year during the normal maintenance
periods. Within the last year, a divertor baffle and an
associated cryo pump were installed at the top of the DIII–D
vessel. The baffle is similar to the one at the floor but with at
a smaller major radius to create a more closed divertor that
can pump high performance, high triangular plasma shapes.
The pumping speed is similar to the lower pump, 40,000 l/s
for deuterium. Halo current monitors were installed on the
radiative divertor baffle plates and several halo current
monitors were upgraded and relocated to better measure the
poloidal and toroidal distribution of the halo currents. The
monitors use normal carbon tiles that are electrically isolated
from the vessel. A resistor is installed between the tile and
the floor, and the voltage drop across the resistor is
measured. Langmuir probes were installed on the radiative
divertor plates and floor to measure the ion saturation current
to and the electron temperature near these components. These
data together with data from a number of other diagnostics
(bolometer arrays and Thomson scattering) are used to val-
idate the different divertor computer models. Several
diagnostics, including the bolometer and soft x-ray arrays,
were moved, since the new radiative divertor structure was
blocking their views.

A second 16 channel view was added to the motional Stark
effect (MSE) diagnostic. This diagnostic measures the pitch
angle of the local magnetic field and the local electric field
by measuring the polarization of the Stark split Dα lines from
neutral particles injected by the neutral beam. The second
view allows the magnetic field and the electric field
components to be resolved. From this information, the q-
profile and the radial electric field can be obtained.

We have installed two 110 GHz gyrotrons operating at a
nominal 1 MW power level each. The first gyrotron was
made by Gycom in Russia. It has an edge-cooled window of
boron nitride, which limits the pulse length to 2 s at a power

level of 1 MW. The second gyrotron is made by CPI
(formerly Varian). It has a face-cooled sapphire window,
which limits the power to 1 MW for 0.8 s or 0.5 MW for 2 s.
The gyrotrons have injected into the DIII–D through the
transmission system, and the beam pattern and locations
generated in the vacuum vessel correspond approximately to
those calculated from the theory of Gaussian beam
propagation and from ray tracing using 3D computer model.
The resonance layer, which changes with the toroidal
magnetic field, and the directional steering of the ECH wave
is shown in Fig. 1.

A few years ago, DIII–D switched from an analog plasma
control system to a digital system. The first step was a digital
implementation of the analog control. Significant benefit
resulted, since it was now possible rapidly to recall a
previous control configuration. With this system the plasma
crosssection was shaped by controlling a few parameters
independently; these include the distance from the separatrix
to the vessel ceiling, the distance from the inner wall to the
separatrix and the location of the null point. During the last
year a whole new control scheme has been developed. The
new “isoflux” control [1] exploits the capability of a new real
time EFIT algorithm to rapidly calculate magnetic flux at
specified locations within the tokamak vessel. EFIT is an
equilibrium code, which uses measurements that are obtained
from diagnostics such as external magnetic probes, external
poloidal flux loops, and the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) to
calculate the plasma shape, and current and pressure profiles.
In the new control system, the control parameters become the
values of flux at pre-specified control point locations together
with the r and z position of the separatrix X-point. Normally
the control points are chosen to correspond to points on the
separatrix flux surface of the EFIT-solution. In the old
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Fig. 1.  Cross section of the DIII–D plasma with the ECH resonance layer

and the path of the ECH wave.
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method, perturbations caused by one control parameter were
ignored for the other parameter. This is not the case in the
“isoflux control,” where at least the linear response of the
effect of perturbations of one parameter on other parameters
is included.

The DIII–D ohmic heating coils was for practical reasons
built with two solenoids in parallel. When a lead to one
solenoid failed two years ago, after more than 15 years of
service, we disconnected the damaged solenoid and ran with
the other. The failed lead was not constructed correctly. All
the other leads were inspected with borescope, and found to
be properly constructed. The failed lead has now been
successfully reinforced. Access to the lead area was gained
by removing one of the ports in the floor of the DIII–D vessel
to working at arms length to install a clamp assembly using a
borescope to view the area. The clamping forces have been
applied with remote sensors to indicate that the repair is
functional. Two of three leaks in the cooling channel of the
coil has been fixed, and work is in progress on the third. The
ohmic heating coil circuit will then be returned to its original
configuration to take advantage of the second solenoid and
the extra 2.5 Vs.

As fusion devices get bigger and with increased
collaboration, remote control of diagnostics and the device
becomes more important. In order to demonstrate this
capability, the DIII–D tokamak was remotely controlled from
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The
session leader, physics operator and neutral beam physics
operator were located at LLNL, whereas the hardware
operators where located at DIII–D. Audio and video
communications were established between several people at
the two sites. The plasma parameters were controlled from
LLNL and all the plasma data were available for them to
control the plasma and make decisions on how to progress in
the experiment. The experiment was successful, and the
distributed control had only minor impact on the execution of
the experiment.

Vanadium-chromium-titanium alloys are attractive materials
for fusion systems because of their strength, high temperature
capability, and potential for low neutron activation and rapid
activation decay. General Atomics, along with Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL) and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, has developed a plan for utilization of vanadium
alloys in the DIII–D tokamak which will culminate in the
fabrication, installation, and operation of a vanadium alloy
structure in the next divertor upgrade. The use of a vanadium
alloy will provide a meaningful step towards developing
advanced materials for fusion by 1) demonstrating the in-
service behavior of a vanadium alloy (V-4Cr-4Ti) in a
tokamak environment and 2) developing knowledge and
experience on the design, processing, and fabrication of full
scale vanadium alloy components. Small vanadium coupons
have been, and are continuing to be exposed in DIII–D at
positions in the vessel floor behind the lower divertor

structure. They are then evaluated at ANL to determine the
effects of the tokamak environment on the alloy.

III.  PHYSICS RESULTS AND NEW UNDERSTANDING

Much has been learned about plasma heating and
confinement in recent years, and understanding of plasma
confinement and heating has been developed to a point that is
sufficient for the design and construction of an experimental
thermonuclear reactor [2]. However, new discoveries and
understanding of improved confinement in advanced
tokamaks might make it possible to design and build a
smaller and more affordable reactor based on advanced
tokamak concepts. An “Advanced Tokamak” [3] is a
tokamak with enhanced confinement and normalized beta in
near steady-state conditions obtained through active
manipulation of the plasma profiles and cross sectional
shape. In addition to the improvement in confinement, a
steady-state tokamak requires: heat load and impurity control
(divertor), disruption avoidance, and non-inductive current
drive.

A. Improved Confinement by Plasma Rotation

Several confinement modes are observed in the DIII–D and
other tokamaks. They are L–mode (Low), H–mode (High),
VH–mode (Very High), NCS-mode (Negative Central Shear,
also called RS for Reverse Shear), high li mode and high βp
mode. L–mode [4] is obtained in an ohmic plasma or a
plasma with low power auxiliary heating. H–mode [5] was
first discovered in a diverted plasma with neutral beam
heating, but has since been obtained in other shapes and with
other heating methods, and in other magnetic confinement
devices: stellarator, heliotron/torsatron, and tandem mirror
machine. The H–mode confinement enhancement over
L–mode is a factor of 2–3. The H–mode has a transport
barrier (an area with low energy diffusivity) near the edge of
the plasma. VH–mode [6] is a further confinement
improvement over H–mode with a broader transport barrier.
In NCS mode [7], the transport barrier is located in the core
of the plasma. Strong negative shear has produced the
steepest ion temperature and toroidal rotation profiles seen
yet in DIII–D [8].

One of the scientific successes of fusion research is the
development of a model [9] to explain the formation of
transport barriers in all the modes mentioned above. The
fundamental physics involved in transport reduction is the
effect of E×B velocity shear on the growth and radial extent
of turbulent eddies in the plasma. The stabilization is due to
two effects. The first is that the presence the E×B velocity
shear results in enhanced damping by coupling the unstable
modes to other, nearby, more stable modes. The second is
reduction in radial transport owing to a decrease in the radial
correlation length and the change in the phase between
density, temperature, and potential fluctuations. The reason
that the velocity shear plays a role in so many different
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situations is that there are a number of ways to establish the
radial electric field Er. The radial force balance equation can
be written as

E Z en P B Br i i
1

i i i= ∇ − +( )− ν νθ φ φ θ (1)

where Zi is the ion charge number, e the electron charge, ni is
the ion density, and ∇ Pi is the gradient of the pressure; νφi
and νθi are the toroidal and poloidal fluid velocities, and Bφ
and Bθ are the toroidal and the poloidal magnetic fields.
Thus, the electric field can be created by the pressure
gradient, the poloidal flow and/or the toroidal flow. In
DIII–D, where the neutral beams are injected in the direction
of the plasma current, νφBθ is the major contributor to the
radial electric field. Fig. 2 is shows a comparison of L–mode
and H–mode discharges near the time of an L to H transition
in a double null 1.5 MA plasma. The toroidal field is 2.2 T,
and 8.6 MW of deuterium neutral beam power is injected into
the plasma, which has a line average density of 3.6×1019 m-3.
The L–mode time is 50 ms prior to the start of the dithering
transition, while the H–mode is 50 ms later in the quiescent
H–mode phase. In the L–mode, the radial electric field Er
changes gently from the center to the edge, and the E×B
velocity shear rate ωE×B is comparable to the nonlinear
turbulence decorrelation rate ∆ωD in the whole plasma. The
vertical bar indicates the uncertainty in ωE×B. For the
H–mode, there is a characteristic well in Er near the edge and
a large gradient. The E×B velocity shear ωE×B is much
greater then ∆ωD near the edge, and gives rise to an ion
transport barrier there. Performance of NCS discharges with
internal transport barrier and peaked pressure profiles is
limited by disruptions near the calculated beta limit.
Calculations [10,11] show that the stability limit can be
increased by a broadening of the pressure profile. In DIII–D,
the pressure profile can be broadened transiently by a
controlled transition to H–mode during the NCS discharge. In
the NCS discharge, it has been possible to extend the
transport barrier and obtain ion heat transport in the
neoclassical regime in the whole plasma.
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Fig. 2.  Comparison of L–mode and H–mode edge profiles in DIII–D. In (a)
the Er profiles are shown; notice the characteristic Er well at the plasma edge
in H–mode. In (b) the E×B shearing rate ωE×B is compared to the intrisic
turbulence decorrelation rate ∆ωD. In H–mode the E×B shearing rate is
greater than the turbulence decorrelation rate especially near the edge.

B.  Stability and Disruptions

Wall stabilization enables high beta plasmas with broad
current density profiles and broad pressure profiles. The
effect on the plasma of a close wall is shown in Fig. 3. A
factor two increase in normalized beta is calculated if the
DIII–D wall is modeled as an ideal conductor, compared to
the value without a wall. Of course, a real wall is resistive
and will slow down the growth of the mode as opposed to
stabilize it. However, plasma rotation is calculated to provide
stability above the no wall limit. Experiments on DIII–D
have confirmed resistive wall stabilization for many resistive
wall times [12,13]. These experiments indicate that plasma
rotation at the q=2 and 3 surfaces of only 1–2 kHz is
sufficient to maintain stability. Sustained plasma rotation and
active non-axisymmetric feedback stabilization [14,15] are
presently thought to be able to overcome the resistive wall
problem.

A disruption is the sudden rapid loss of the control of the
plasma, which can lead to large forces on the vacuum vessel
and internal components. In DIII–D, disruptions [16] can be
divided into two basic classes, major disruptions and vertical
displacement events (VDEs). In a major disruption, a MHD
mode grows, leading to a loss of the thermal energy (thermal
quench) and the resulting cold plasma suffers a rapid decay
of current (current quench). In a VDE, the loss of vertical
position precedes the thermal quench. As the plasma moves
vertically toward the first wall, the cross section and the edge
q decrease until the shrinking plasma disrupts and loses
thermal energy, typically when the edge q approaches two.

There is a large variation in the current decay rate for a given
current. However, the fastest decay rate for a full aperture
plasma (volume > 19 m3 ) is Ip 0 /(dI/dt) ~ 4 ms,

Fig. 3.  Maximum stable beta increases for closer wall position.
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where Ip0 is the pre-disruption current and dI/dt is the
average decay rate from 90% to 10% of the current.
Discharges with small plasma aperture exhibit shorter decay
time, approaching 2 ms. The post-thermal quench equilibria
for these discharges are vertically unstable and exhibit
extremely rapid loss of vertical position. VDEs also have
short decay rates, because the dual effects of reduced cross-
section and reduced plasma temperature increase the plasma
resistance.

A significant disruption related problem for future machines
is the development of large poloidal “halo” currents that flow
on the open field lines surrounding the plasma and return
poloidally through the vessel. The interaction of these
currents with the toroidal field causes large forces on the
vessel and internal components. In order to better understand
the driving mechanism for these currents, an experiment was
performed in DIII–D in which the vertical feedback was
turned off during the discharge. This triggers a VDE, and the
poloidal and toroidal halo currents are measured with the
current tile array (TCA) [17]. The time evolution of a VDE is
shown in Fig. 4. Two mechanisms drive the poloidal halo
current. After the thermal quench, the core plasma current
starts to decay inducing toroidal current in the cold “halo”
plasma on the open field lines. This current has a poloidal
component given by Ihalo(pol) = Ihalo(tor)/qedge. A second
mechanism for inducing poloidal halo current is the reduction
of toroidal flux linked by the plasma as the cross section
shrinks. In the early phase of the disruption, the two driving
terms are about equal, but during the peak halo current the
first mechanism dominates as shown in Fig. 4. This explains
why the poloidal halo current is very small during the stage
where the edge q is very high. Poloidal halo currents of up to
40% of the pre-disruption current, Ip0 have been measured
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Fig. 4.  Time evolution of a VDE. Poloidal halo current reaches 370 kA
during the decay of the toroidal plasma current.

during VDEs. Toroidal asymmetries are observed in the
poloidal halo current with peaking factors as high as 3 during
the peak of the halo current. Normally these asymmetries
rotate, but they can lock, thus increasing the effect of the
asymmetry.

The combined effects of high halo currents, toroidal
asymmetries and intense heat pulses during the disruption
make mitigation of disruptions imperative. In DIII–D, we
have explored the use of neon and argon pellet injection to
mitigate disruptions and have shown that both are effective in
significantly reducing the disruption effects. Fig. 5 shows a
shot in which a 2.8 mm argon pellet is injected after the
beginning of the vertical instability. The duration of the pellet
ablation is 600 µs and the current decay begins within 200 µs
of the end of the ablation. The loss of stored energy begins
immediately with the pellet injection and is complete within
100–200 µs of the end of the ablation. The internal induction
of the plasma current profile increases during the ablation.
The pellet causes growth of large n=1 and n=2 modes, which
may play a role in the loss of the remaining thermal energy
and the subsequent profile flattening.  Both the Ne and Ar
pellets significantly reduce the halo current magnitude and
toroidal asymmetry. Typical reduction of the halo current
was 30%–50% with the largest reductions for the highest
halo currents. The disruption heat pulse to the divertor floor
was reduced at least by 50%. While pellet injection
successfully mitigated the effect of the halo current and heat
flux, it created run-away electrons. In a reactor, runaway
electrons energies could exceed 25 MeV and could damage
the vacuum vessel.
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Fig. 5.  Argon pellet injection into a VDE causes immediate loss of store
energy and rapidly initiates the current quench. The heat conducted to the
floor is reduced by 50 % with injection of a pellet.
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C.  Erosion Experiments

The DiMES [18–20] probe is ta device whereby different
samples can be inserted into floor of the DIII–D tokamak for
exposure to the plasma edge and removed later for analysis.
In order to validate the REDEP/WBC [21,22] erosion code, a
depth-marked graphite sample was inserted and exposed to
3–5 similar discharges with the outer strike point of the
diverted plasma on the sample. The extensive set of divertor
diagnostics provided measurements of the key plasma
parameters (e.g. ne, Te, Γ i) for input to the codes. REDEP
predicts the features and magnitude of the measured net
erosion: a net erosion region of 2–3 cm radial width centered
slightly inboard of the separatrix with peak erosion rates
ranging from 9 cm/burn-year (at 0.7 MW/m2 incident heat
flux) to 45 cm/burn-year (2 MW/m2). The best agreement
occurs when deuterium ion on carbon sputtering and self-
sputtering yields for oblique incidence are used. Calculations
excluding the effect of oblique incidence and the self-
consistent treatment of self-sputtering from redepositing
particles underestimate the erosion by a factor of ten.
Modeling shows that ELMs do not significantly enhance
erosion in DIII–D due to their high density and recycling,
low duty cycle and typical low energy densities (15 kJ/m2),
which fall below the threshold for carbon ablation. Long term
exposure (9 months, 1400 lower single null discharges) of
DIII–D tiles [23] shows a local net erosion rate at the outer
strike point of 30 cm/burn-year and an equivalent rate of
redeposition at the inner strike point. This is in good
agreement with the results of the dedicated DiMES exposures
and REDEP modeling for typical outer strike point
conditions on DIII–D. The redeposition patterns of Be and W
films on the graphite DiMES sample have been successfully
reproduced by the WBC Monte-Carlo transport code. The
results indicate that the near-surface transport of sputtered
material (and hence redeposition efficiency) is determined
mostly by ionization lengths and sheath acceleration.
Experiments and modeling show that beryllium has a
characteristic redeposition length 4–5 times that of tungsten
due to tungsten's shorter ionization length.

D.  Divertors

The ultimate goal of the DIII–D Divertor program [24] is to
achieve a high performance core plasma which coexists with
an advanced divertor plasma. The divertor plasma must
reduce the heat flux at the divertor plate to acceptable levels;
the current technique disperses the heat flux over a wide area
by radiation. Two divertor pumps and baffles are installed in
DIII–D as shown in Fig. 6. The lower divertor was installed
first and results in an open divertor configuration, which
pumps low triangularity plasmas. It can maintain the plasma
density a factor 2 below the natural density in ELMing
H–mode [25] discharges. With D2 puffing and pumping, we
have sustained radiative divertor operation (reduced heat load
on the floor) with only slight degradation in con-

Pump for High-δ
AT Plasmas

Open Low-δ
Divertor

Fig. 6.  The lower divertor is open and can pump low triangularity plasmas,
whereas the upper divertor is more closed and can pump high triangularity
plasmas.

finement [26], resulting in parameters close to those desired
for ITER.

The new upper divertor baffle and pump was installed in the
ceiling of DIII–D in early 1997. It is optimized for high
triangularity plasma cross sections. Without plasma, the
measured deuterium pumping speed was ~40,000 Torr l/s,
similar to the lower pump. The slanted baffle is water-cooled
to stabilize the plate temperature during a succession of
plasma shots. Careful attention was paid to making the baffle
region relatively gas tight. New magnetic pickup coils were
mounted on the plate, and these are incorporated into the
EFIT shape reconstruction. “Isoflux” shape control is used to
position the plasma in the baffle and sweep the outer strike
point close to the pumping aperture. An IR camera, which
views the upper divertor, along with bolometer chords is used
for tomographic reconstructions of radiated power from the
divertor region. Two Langmuir probes near the entrance to
the pump aperture are used to measure the ion flux into the
pump and an ASDEX type gauge indicates the baffle
pressure.

The experimental divertor data are use to validate computer
models that are used to model ITER and other future divertor
systems. The models have so far used the standard model,
which is based on classical conduction of heat flow and
constant pressure along the field lines, coronal equilibrium
radiation rates, constant impurity concentration everywhere
in the system, and sheath limited heat flow at the divertor
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flow. This model limits the total radiation to about 100 MW
maximum radiation in ITER. This suffices for the nominal
power balance in ITER, but for advanced tokamak operations
in ITER more radiation must be shifted from the core plasma
into the divertor (to a maximum of 300 MW in ITER). A new
model supported by experimental data from DIII–D
especially the divertor Thomson scattering system include
impurity concentration in the divertor, non-coronal
equilibrium radiation rates, convection flow of heat and fuel,
non-Maxwellian enhancement of radiation, and plasma
recombination (see Fig. 7). Initial data analysis from DIII–D
indicated that the ITER advanced tokamak divertor
requirements might be met by the new model.

IV.  FUTURE PLANS

Acceleration of increasing Electron Cyclotron Heating has
high priority. With the successful testing of the two gyrotrons
and development of new diamond windows, it appears that
long-pulse gyrotrons are now available. The ECH power will
be used for current profile control, perturbation studies, and
transport barrier control. An extension of the DIII–D pulse
length can be obtained by installing a new return bus for the
toroidal coil, minor upgrades of the field shaping coil
supplies. A longer tokamak pulse duration is important for
stability studies; extension of the advanced tokamak mode
and wall stabilization. Upgrade of the Thomson scattering
system to include a central cord is important for transport and
neutral density measurements, understanding of disruptions
and to aid active mode control of neoclassical MHD modes.
The top divertor will be completed with inner and private
flux baffles, which should help reduce core fueling of
neutrals and thereby improve confinement and increase the
electron temperature for a more efficient current drive. Later,
the lower divertor will be upgraded for advanced tokamak
operations.
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Fig. 7.  Several processes determine the heat flow to the floor of the divertor.
At 30 -50 eV the heat is conducted. At 10 eV carbon radiation becomes
important, at 2–5 eV the ions interacts with the neutrals, and finally at 1 eV
recombination takes place close to the divertor floor.
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